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Abstract 
Logo is symbolising  a firm, product or  the name of a service by  using  letter and image elements. Logo should not  reflect 
designer  logo should reflect the firm or product’s properties. Selected or designed font should be suitable with the content of 
institution. In addition to this; Knowing how the firm defines itself and its concept are important stages for the logo design.  The 
logo should be; simple, easily understandable, rememberable and original. It should neither be mixed with other firms’ logos nor 
even remind them. Hence;  for the Kastamonu University Forestry Faculty’s logo design, creating the appropriate logo was 
aimed.Because of this aim sketches, taking into consideration dominant features of Faculty, University and Kastamonu, were 
made by expert group of 5 person who has a enough knowledge for designing elements and principles. Suggestions were made 
42 item. Suggestions were gotten pre-elimination by Landscape Architecture Faculty Staffs (jure). After that, 30 sketches shared 
in user groups one to one and via e-mail in order to determine the percentage of preferation. They were asked to 3 choice of the 
most admired of these options and to comment on their favorite choice. Finally, results was evaluated by the same jure and was 
determinated 5 sketches that most voted. Having regard to the sketches, people who make up these alternative logos, developed 
the design again and they gave the final shape with using design principles and elements for the logo. 5 logo resent to user group. 
As a final evaluation, idea for leaving a trace on minds between Turkey’s Forest Faculties and World’s Forest Faculties, most  
suitable logo was selected for our faculty’s identity. 
Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of Prof. Dr. Ayse ÇakÕr Ilhan. 
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1. Introduction 
Organizations have corporate identities that differentiate them from other organizations. Being one of the 
elements of corporate identity, logos appear to be the visible power of the brand. Identity, which helps to determine 
any objects, is a set of features separated from homogeneous. Logo, emblem, business card, bond primarily is 
element reflected face of corporate identity (Okay, 2000; Hürel, 1998). Corporate identity of an institution or a 
company to external face of the drop-down, window (Öztürk, 2006). There are some advantages of having a 
corporate identity provided by the institution. This identity is provided by the organization's recognition, and it is 
easier to separate from homogeneous. Institutions in order to leave its competitors, as much as possible  independent  
and try to be have a distinctive logo on the institution. Thus the audience helps to create a sense of confidence. 
Anyone who has a relationship with the organization, with what, with whom to do business, you can estimate (Perry 
ve Wisnom, 2003).  Coca Cola to keep so much of the world is not the occurrence of the sweet drink. Reason for 
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this is that everyone, wherever in the world, related to know what your drink, what it means  with Coca-Cola logo. 
Because; all of the  unknown things causes adventure and risks too. Humabeings do not want to take risks especially 
when they are trying an unseen and untouched things (Hürel, 1998). Logo should be very simple, suitable for the 
institution and should be a little detailed as it needed (Henderson and Cote, 1998). 
Logo identifies a product , organization and service or is symobols that gets feature.  In short, it is a state 
designed as a name (www.grafiturk.com). Logo seems as signature of brand. Logo must  have a structure blending 
company’s perspective, corporate identity and modernity. Logo provide to recognized by supporter while it 
undertake function of post (Pelteko÷lu, 2001).  Logo creates a visible face of brand or organization. In short, the 
logo is not a tactical decision, on the contrary, should be a part of brand strategy (Vardar, 2004). Several properties 
to be considered when designing a logo and be listed as follows: Permanence in mind, easy application, a different 
stance, can be used for many years, able to cope with change (www.grafiturk.com). 
2. Materials and Methods 
In this study was aimed to designed logo of  Kastamonu University Faculty of Forestry. For this, Wally Olins 
who expert British corparate identity incrementally introduced pattern of  devolopment of corporate identity, this 
pattern are analyzed and logo is developed using stages. Olins’s steps shown Figure1 and Figure2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Figure 1.First phase of corparate identity by Olins                              Figure 2. Second phase of corporate  identity by Olins              
 
Firstly we has done desk research using Olins’s (1990) first stage. In this research,we determine visual property 
and institution taking into consideration  dominans features of  Kastamonu and Faculty the  result in internal and 
external interviews (Figure1). 
By expert group of 5 person who has a enough knowledge for designing elements and principles  were fulfilled 
second stage devolopmented by Olins  after completed first stage  put forwarded by Olins (1990) (Figure2). This 5 
different designers made sketch for perform first step of second phase as called Content Devolopment and were 
made total of 42 proposals. In the second step as called Prefers of choice, 42 proposals were gotten pre-elimination 
by Landscape Architecture Department of Staffs. After that, 30 sketches (Figure3) shared in user groups one to one 
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%36 LADS, 
%40 FS 
 
%24 LADS, 
%23,3 FS 
%12 LADS, 
%0 FS 
and via e-mail in order to determine the percentage of preferation. They were asked to 3 choice of the most admired 
of these options and to comment on their favorite choice. From 25 academicians; 9 prefered the 25. Option, 6 
prefered 21. Option, 4 prefered 22. Option, 3 prefered 27. Option and 3 of them prefered 12. Option. From 30 
students; 12 prefed 25. Option ( Figure 3.) Then the results were evaluated by the same juri again and afterwards; 
the most prefered 5 options were determined (25,22,21,27,12) 
 
 
                               
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.Recommended sketches, preferred distribution and most preferred choices.(LADM; Landscape Architecture Department of Staff, FS; 
Faculty Student) 
 
After this stage, was passed to the third step of the second phase of Olins (Figure2). People forming this steps in 
the ‘Development of Preferences’ developed designer  taking consideration ideas of the subjects and the logos gave 
final shape using design elements (size, shape, color, texture, line) and principles (unity, sovereignty, stability, 
harmonization, harmony, contrast, again). 
The same user group is re-sent study of creating 5 logo in the fourth step in the second phase of Olins’s ‘Final 
Desing Select’. 25.The logo was preferred vote by 74 percent of user group. Designer gave final shape to logo in the 
fourth step and was created Kastamonu Faculty of Forestry Logo with design concept.  
 
 
3. Results 
Suitable logo is made for faculty by benefit from Olins’steps (Figure4). Created logo; 
x Representing gymnosperms and angiosperms, a single tree is formed. 
x Considered tree of seasonal changes and dark green of gymnosperms, green tones and fall 
coloration (ranging from yellow to red) tried to be represented. 
x Stem view of tree representes wood anatomy in Forest Industry Engineering Department, age of 
wood in Forest Engineering Department and plan of wood view. 
x Tree located on ground representes changes topography in vicinity. 
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Figure 4. Kastamonu University Faculty of Forestry Logo 
 
 
And finally according to idea of; Kastamonu University Forestry Faculty will be remarkable between all of the 
forestry faculties in Turkey and World and leave its trace, the logo was created like fingerprint shape 
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